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NEW POWER - NEW PERFORMANCE

Top
New 18 hp. twin cylinder, 818T with 50" rotary mower
attachment.
Bottom
Improved 8 hp. 5260 tractor with new, improved rotary plow
attachment.

THREE NEW RIDING TRACTORS!
IMPROVED WALKING TRACTORS!

A new intermediaie tractor, 26 horsepower,
that gets the big jobs done fast . . . two new four
wheel riding tractors - the 816T and 818T -powered by quiet 16 and 18 horsepower twin-
cylinder engines . . and a new series of con-
vertible two-wheel tractors that are even better
than the Gravely tractors that have been known
as the quality leaders for many years.

All with Gravely's famous features of all-gear
direct drive, instant forward and reverse, all
designed to do the tough jobs better and to
last longer. Gravely offers you both powerful
tractors and rugged attachments to give you the
satisfaction of work welldone. Plus the knowledge
that your investment will pay off for you for many
years to come.

Here's why your first Gravely
could well be your last. . . . .

New 26 hp. Gravely GMT 900 with 72" rotary mower
attachment.
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FEATURE
8 forward speeds, and reverse in every forward
gear, by simply moving one lever.

Independent wheel brakes

Low center of gravity

Full-time power steering

Live independent and positive all-gear direct
drive power take-off.

Delco freedom battery

hitch,72"

BENEFTT
Provides quick and accurate ground speed
control, maneuverability, less operator fatigue

Delivers improved steering control, provides
shorter turning radius.

Provides better stability.

Provides ease of operation and reduced
operator fatigue.

Permits powered attachments to function
independently of tractor - attachment does
not stop when tractor stoPs.

Reduces battery maintenance.

26 hp.
englne

4-cylinder, water-cooled engine
with famous Gravely all-gear
direct drive from engine through
transmission, to wheels and
attachments.
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S MAINTENANCE TRACTOR
E FOR THE BIG JOBS!

BiS 72" Rotary Mower
Mows up to 22 Acres a Day.

When you have acres of grass to mow, the object is to get the job done as quickly and as
efficiently as possible. That is why Gravely has introduced the GMT 900 - a 26 horsepower,
intermediate size tractor with a 72" rotary mower attachment.

With large acreage mowing two things need to be considered - first, the operator's comfort
and convenience and second, the ability to get the job done fast and keep on doing it for a long time
to come.

The Gravely GMT 900 is designed for your ease and convenience . . . big, comfortable spring-
mounted seat; all controls grouped within easy reach; hydraulic attachment lift and remote
controls; power steering - effortless as well as precise control. Instant forward and reverse gives
you instant direction control and since there is only one lever to move you won't be as tired at the
end of the job.

And the Gravely GMT 900 carries on the Gravely tradition of all-gear direct drive. There are no
belts to adjust or replace between the engine and the attachment. This gives you more efficient
power, less downtime.

Powers Many Other Tools
The Gravelv GMT 900 is a versatile tractor, with an optional category 1, 3 point hitch. You can

use many standard agricultural and specialty tools. With a three-spool hydraulic system that only
requires a touch of the lever, you control attachments front, center, or rear.

Built to Last
Gravely has long been famous for the durability and longevity of its equipment. The Gravely

GMT 900 is designed to give you the same powerful performance over a long period of time that
has made Gravely's name synonymous with durable and dependable equipment.

If you have a lot of mowing to do, you owe it to yourself to see the Gravely GMT 900: to ride it,
to see for yourself how this powerful tractor and its attachments can meet your needs.



IMPORTANT POINTS TO CONSIDER

The Dealer: Your Gravely Dealer is an expert on lawn and garden equipment. He has spent
many years matching the exact equipment to the needs and wants of his customers, and knows
from long experience how to do the best job of meeting your own requirements.

Consult with him. You can rely on his experience and judgment, for it will lead to greater
personal satisfaction and save you time and money in the long run.

Seruice: All mechanical equipment, no matter how carefully designed and manufactured,
requires periodic service from time to time. Gravely Dealers stock Gravely factory parts, have
Gravely-trained mechanics to fulfillany service need you may require for your Gravely tractor.

The Company: Gravely has been exclusively in the business of manufacturing, selling and
servicing Gravely lawn and garden equipment for over 55 years.

Gravely has a reputation among its owners and its competitors alike for producing high quality,
dependable and long lasting power equipment.

That reputation is one of the many reasons why Gravely is your best buy.

Demonstration: The best way for you to be sure you are making the right investment, is to see
the equipment you select actually performing under the conditions to be encountered on your
own land.

Gravely is glad to demonstrate its tractors and attachments. Because Gravely can prove, by
demonstration, that Gravely equipment will meet your needs and will give you the kind of
satisfaction that will be remembered long after the price has been forgotten.

Call or see your Gravely Dealer now. Use his expert, experienced judgment to help you match
the exact Gravely equipment to your needs and wants - then ask for afree demonstration to
confirm your choice.

Gravely will prove itself to you - and you willjoin the thousands of satisfied Gravely owners
that continue to build our reputation for quality, performance and durability.

AGHA/ELY
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GRA/ELY OFFERSYOU A CH(
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Gravely 818T Tractor with 50" rotary mower attachment.

GRA/ELY 8OO SERIES 10, 12,
15,18 HP RIDING TRACTORS



)ICE OF LATTIN AND GARDEN
flDETOP PERFORMANCE,
N\ALUE FORYOURMONEY!

Powerful, Dependable
Riders do the Work
While you Ride and Guide

Gravely offers you a choice of from 10 to 18 horsepower
tractors, to fit your exact power requirements.

The two new Gravely tractors, the 816T and the 818T,
feature 16 and 18 hp. twin-cylinder Onan engines which
provide smooth operation and a quiet ride. You will enjoy
solid comfort and confidence as you steer a sturdy Gravely
through a four season series of tasks. You will be amazed at
the maneuverability and pleased with the instant control.
Instant control because one lever, without foot clutching,
gives you forward, neutral or reverse in one easy motion.

You will enjoy the positive all-gear 8-speed transmission
which allows you to handle any job from tough mowing or
snow removal to lawn mowing, at the most efficient speed.

Enjoy a comfortable, stable ride because you have full-
length foot rests, a padded seat and a tractor designed with a
low center of gravity.

Choose the Tractor and
Attachments to Fit your Jobs

Not only does Gravely offer you a choice of horsepower,
Gravely also offers a wide variety of attachments to handle
practically every lawn, garden and grounds maintenance job.

Gravely's attachments are built with the same tradition of
rugged construction and high performance as Gravely
tractors. With a Gravely riding tractor you can mow, haul,
till, move snow, and do a wide variety of other tasks with one
power unit.

Discuss with your Gravely dealer the jobs you have to do.
He will be glad to help you decide on the right tractor and the
right attachments to give you maximum satisfaction for a long
time.

Gravely 818T Riding Tractor with hauling cart
and 50" Rotary Mower attachments.

818T Gravely Riding Tractor with 44" Snowblower
attachment with optiohal tire chains, wheel weights.

Gravely 816T Riding Tractor with
u10" Front Mount Mower attachment,

optionalFront Drive Kit and Front Mount Kit.
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GRA/ELY 5OOO SERIES
8, 10, 12 HP. TRACTORS
TWO, OR FOUR-SPEED -ELECTRIC OR RECOIL START

COMPARE PER FORMANCE- DURABI LITY-!
AS WELL AS A GRAVELY PERFORMS

AS WELL AS A GRAVELY IS BUILT



GREAT GARDENING,
MOWING, ALL-YEAR
ROUND VERSATILITY
BUILT FOR THE
TOUGH JOBS

Need a tractor to plow the garden . . . and minutes later be
mowing the lawn? A tractor that works for you every season
of the year with rugged attachments that save you hours of
drudgery?

Then Gravely two-wheel, convertible tractors were
designed for you. They do a variety of jobs well - and have
been performance-proved and tested and improved for
almost forty years.

With a choice of horsepower - 8, 10, or 12; recoil or electric
start; two-or four-speed transmissions, Gravely convertible
tractors can meet your needs with rugged, functional
characteristics that have built a loyal family of thousands of
satisfied Gravely owners.

One of the many reasons for Gravely owners' loyalty to
Gravely tractors is the efficiency of Gravely's all-gear direct
drive, right through from the engine to the attachment. And
its instant forward and reverse which gives you precise
control and maneuverability - and your choice of ground
speeds to fit the job.

Attachments to get your
Tough Jobs done Fast

Gravely two-wheel convertible tractors operate a variety
of attachments to handle your year-round lawn and garden
needs. Choose from the rugged all-gear-drive 30" rotary
mower, the all-gear-drive rotary plow, the rotary cultivator,
the all-gear-drive snowblower, and many other Gravely power
attachments that give you unmatched efficiency and
performance. You will handle practically any lawn and garden
grounds maintenance job, with the satisfaction of knowing
that you are using superior equipment for superior results,
which will save you money in the long run.

Because Gravely attachments - like Gravely tractors -are built to last for a long, long time.

Gravely two-wheel convertible tractor,
Model 5260, with new 30" rotary mower

attachment for lawn and rough.

Gravely two-wheel convertible tractor, Model
5460, with 50" rotary mower attachment, optional
steering sulky and required optional dual wheels,
front mount kit and quick hitch pin kit.

LUE-ASKFOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION.
YOU WONT WAI\T TO REPLACE TT.
,OU PROBABLY WON'T HAVE TO.

Gravely two-wheel convertible tractor, Model 5260
with new rotary cultivator attachment.


